Building a Car
How information modeling has
impacted the vehicles we drive and
the factories where those vehicles are
built and how to construct a building
per minute
James J. Padilla
Former President and COO of Ford Motor Company
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The Automotive Industry and
Information Modeling
Benefits of CAE /CAD/CAM/QOS
1. Higher Quality/Reliability
2. Major Cost Savings
3. Reduced Time to Market

Deliver Value
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Complicated product which
is highly regulated
• The number of parts in a car is over 30,000
• The production rate of an assembly plant is
60 vehicles/hour which is over 1,000 vehicles/day
• Ford Motor Company produces over 5 million vehicles
per year globally over 15 models
based on multiple platforms.
• Every vehicle must meet
hundreds of safety and
environmental regulations.
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Assembly Line - 1910
Henry Ford Story
• Piecework
• Low Volume

Benchmarking
• Railcar build
• Meat packing

Drive Economies of Scale
High Volume and Low Cost
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Assembly Line - 2010
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Information Modeling enables…
• Innovative Designs – concept to tooling/building
• Engineering Discipline – computer simulation,
electronic change control management and vehicle
launch QOS
• Cost and Quality Management – Lean design and
manufacturing
• Supplier Collaboration – delegate modular
assembly work and manage logistics
• Building Projects – purpose built innovative facilities
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Innovative Designs
concept to tooling/building
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Innovative Designs – reduced time
from concept to production
Overall vehicle development times for new models have been
reduced from over 5 years….
• First generation Taurus 1986-1991 – 5 years

• Second generation Taurus 1992-1995 – 4 years

• Third generation Taurus 1996-1999 – 4 years
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Innovative Designs – reduced
time from concept to production
•

Fourth generation Taurus 2000-2004 – 5 years

•

Ford 500 2005-2007 – 3 years

•

Fifth generation Taurus 2008-2009 – 2 years

•

Sixth generation Taurus 2010-2011

…to less than 2 years.
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Innovative Designs - CAD/CAE
CAD shortens design time conversion to
engineering drawings and
reduces prototyping needs.

CAE validates the dynamic implications of the
design including crash tests.
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Innovative Designs - CAD/CAE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3C8sr1nHTBg
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Engineering Discipline
computer simulation, electronic change control
management, and vehicle launch QOS
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Engineering Discipline –
standardized part design
and change control
Worldwide Engineering Release System (WERS) –
engineering part changes are approved and tracked
electronically.
– Prefix = vehicle and model
– Base = type of part
– Suffix = engineering revision level

This allows the company to manage engineering change
implications for parts common across many vehicle lines,
model years, and in post-production service parts.
Costs, inventory and logistics are managed and controlled
through an electronic bill of standardized materials.
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Engineering Discipline –
new vehicle launch disciplines
• Design for Manufacturing (DFM) – design principles
• Production Part Approval Process (PPAP) – required
anytime supplied parts are modified, subcomponents are
changed, subassembly processes are modified, etc.
• Design and Process Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) –
historical failure modes are used to analyze the risk
potential for part failure
• Launch Quality Operating System – series of pre-production
vehicle builds utilized to confirm part packaging, function,
tooling readiness, supply logistics, and durability
• Lessons Learned – the lessons from each part development
and vehicle program are recorded for future programs
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Cost and Quality Management
Lean design and manufacturing
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Cost and Quality Management –
Lean design and manufacturing
• Understand where value comes from and
eliminate non-value added function
– Value added in securing a bolt comes from the last ¼
turn (see earlier video on IP assembly)

• Online Onsite management – Quality Operating
System
• Managing with metrics – Safety, Quality, Delivery,
Cost, Morale and Environment
• Lessons learned – strong work based teams
focused on deliverables - SQDCME
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Cost and Quality Management –
Lean – the elimination of waste (muda)
The original seven muda are:
• Transport (moving products that is not actually required to perform
the processing)
• Inventory (all components, work in process, and finished product
not being processed)
• Motion (people or equipment moving or walking more than is
required to perform the processing)
• Waiting (waiting for the next production step)
• Overproduction (production ahead of demand)
• Over Processing (resulting from poor tool or product design
creating activity)
• Defects (the effort involved in inspecting for and fixing defects)
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Cost Management – Lean – 5S
housekeeping and standardization
5S’s 1. Sort,
2. Straighten,
3. Shine,
4. Standardize,
5. and Sustain
This enables visual
management.
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Cost Management - platform concept
• Share parts across
vehicle lines and avoid
wholesale redesign
• Common platform
components include:
– Engines and
Transmissions
– Body floorpans
– Chassis assemblies –
frames, steering, and
suspension
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Cost Management –
engine and transmission assemblies

2010 Ford Ecoboost
Engine Assembly

1995 Chevrolet S10
Transmission
Assembly
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Supplier Collaboration
ability to delegate modular assembly work
and manage logistics
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Supplier Collaboration Modular Manufacturing
• Ford Shrunk from 3,300 suppliers in 2005 to less
than 1,000 suppliers in 2009.
• The reduced supply base has been tasked to
employ the same Lean principles and to deliver
more complicated assemblies with higher quality,
lower cost, and on time.
• Supplier designs must meet engineering specs
and properly interface with vehicle assemblies
and packaging. CAD/CAM/CAE, bill of materials
and other information is shared seamlessly.
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Supplier Collaboration –
Front End Module
Other Modules include:
• Seats
• Instrument Panels
• Wheels
• Consoles
• Chassis
• Doors
• Trim
delivered just in time to
the assembly plant.
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Supplier Colloboration
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Supplier Colloboration
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Building Projects
purpose built innovative facilities
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Brazil Plant – 21st Century
Build up by suppliers

Client: Ford Motor Company
Location: Camacari, Bahia, Brazil
Project Type: Vehicle Manufacturer
Delivery Method: Design-Build Construction
Management
Project Size: 2,300,000 sq. ft.
Start Date: November 1999
Completion Date: February 2002
Architect/Engineer: Giffels Associates Ltd

Ford Amazon Manufacturing Plant
• The Ford Amazon complex is located in
the Northeastern state of Bahia, near
Camacari, a region expected to become
the new technological/industrial center in
Brazil.
• Ford Amazon is the largest and most
modern Ford plant in the world, coming in
at a cost of $1.2 billion (usd). The plant
contains 2.3 million square feet of
buildings and facilities, accommodating
production of 250,000 vehicles in 5
different models per year.
• Alberici/CCO Consórcio constructed a
body shop, assembly complex, press shop
and link building in Phase I. Phase II
consists of seven supplier buildings and a
deconsolidation building. There are a total
of 12 buildings in this project.
•

Total employment is 8,800 employees
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Ford Rouge Plant - 1927

Charles Sheeler From The Detroit News:
http://apps.detnews.com/apps/history/index.
php?id=189#ixzz1YY86Eu7H
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Ford Rouge Plant – 1947

From The Detroit News:
http://apps.detnews.com/apps/history/index.php?id=189#ixzz1YY86Eu7H
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http://www.fordbarn.com/forum/showthread.php?t=4654
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Ford Rouge Plant - History
Because Henry Ford was determined to be independent of suppliers, he developed the Rouge
into an almost self-sufficient and self-contained industrial city. Construction began on April 1,
1917 and 10 years later the facility contained :
• 93 structures,
• 90 miles of railroad tracks,
• 27 miles of conveyors,
• 53,000 machine tools and
• 75,000 employees.
• Power Plant
• Glass Plant
• Cement Plant
• Byproducts plant which produced petroleum products, such as paints, fertilizers, and
charcoal
Detroit architect Albert Kahn designed most of the complex.
Beginning in 1927, over 15 years, 15 million cars paraded out of the Rouge.
Other operations included shipbuilding and tractor and airplane manufacturing
From The Detroit News: http://apps.detnews.com/apps/history/index.php?id=189#ixzz1YY86Eu7H
.
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Ford Rouge Plant - 2003

http://www.langley.co.uk/case-studies/international-projects/
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Ford Rouge Plant - 2003

http://www.greenroofs.com/projects/pview.php?id=12
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Ford Rouge Plant - 2003
Project Name: Ford Motor Company's River Rouge Plant
Year: 2003
Owner: The Ford Motor Company
Location: Dearborn, MI, USA
Building Type: Industrial
Type: Extensive, Test/Research
System: Custom
Size: 454000 sq.ft.
Slope: 1.5%
Access: Accessible, Private
Submitted by: Linda S. Velazquez
Designers/Manufacturers of Record:
Architects: William McDonough + Partners
Vegetated Mats: Xero Flor
Environmental Consultant: ARCADIS
Construction Manager: Walbridge Aldinger
Research Support: Michigan State University,
Department of Crop & Soil Science and Department of
Horticulture
Stormwater Consultant: Cahill Associates
Vegetation Consultant: Wildtype Native Plants
Plant Suppliers: Hortech, Inc. and Walters Gardens, Inc.
Waterproofing: Siplast
Roof Membrane Installer: Christen, Detroit
Drainage: Colbond, Inc.
Total employment is 3,600 employees

http://www.greenroofs.com/projects/pview.php?id=12
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The Power Alternative –
Integrated Modular Biodiesel Plants
• TPA installation times are
rapid and cost efficient due to
the modular nature of our
design – 6 months from start
of installation to production
at our first plant!
–
–
–
–
–

Production installation began in January
2008 on the facility pictured below
Equipment was installed and producing in
March 2008
ASTM specification fuel was produced in
April 2008
Permitting was completed in June 2008
Production shipping began in July 2008

• TPA has existing relationships
with our equipment suppliers
that will allow us to meet the
same schedule for you.
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The Power Alternative –
Integrated Modular Biodiesel Plants
•

•

•

TPA Inc.'s production technology allows use
of a wide variety of feedstocks and avoids
excessive cost spikes in the vegetable oil
markets. Third party laboratory certificates
have been received for all of our fuel shipped
from all of our different feedstocks.
TPA Inc's equipment is demonstrated and
proven on running up to 6% FFA feedstock
without pretreatment and has the capability
to run higher FFA materials with
pretreatment.
Production has been demonstrated on
everything from corn oil (left below), poultry
and choice white grease (middle below) as
well as canola oil (right below).

•

Feedstock flexibility, logistical management,
and low start up costs are the keys to making
a biodiesel facility competitive in the market.

•

TPA Inc. utilizes a continuous reaction system
and separation technology that is currently in
use throughout the chemical and petroleum
industries. TPA’s plant can produce at rates of
75-150 liters per minute!

•

Continuous reaction ensures a repeatable
production process that many batch
production facilities cannot achieve. Shut
down and start up losses are minimized to
achieve lot control that meets the
requirements for a BQ9000 certified facility.
Quality control is performed in both process
and post process to ensure that product
meets the demanding ASTM 6751
specifications.
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Specific advantages of the TPA production process over other
production processes available in the market:
•

The TPA process is truly continuous and
utilizes high shear reaction mixers
–
–
–

•

Reactions occur nearly instantaneously
Minimal in-process tanking is required
which means less product at risk
Start up and shut down time is minimized

TPA production technology is flexible due to
the plant design, layout and the detailed
production and shipping/receiving manifold
systems.
–
–
–

TPA technology is chemically efficient
–

–

–

Minimizes excess usage of chemicals
through computer controlled and
monitored dosing
Minimizes the need to recover dangerous
excess methanol
Process is controlled and monitored
electronically to ensure errors are not
made during the production process

–

Material may be easily routed through the system
Individual processing equipment is installed with
plug and play capability provided the necessary
power and water input are in place
New processes may added with minimal
interruption to ongoing production
Throughput efficiency may be maximized by
decanting and reprocessing over separated
material without risking production quality.

TPA technology is proven
–
–

TPA runs its own production facility in Detroitn,
Michigan using the exact same equipment.
We have successfully produced biodiesel fuels to
ASTM specifications from a variety of inputs.
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The Automotive Industry and
Information Modeling
Benefits of CAE /CAD/CAM/QOS
1. Higher Quality/Reliability
2. Major Cost Savings
3. Reduced Time to Market

Deliver Value
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Professional Organization Advantages
Industry Standards, training, and certification result in common, best
practices, design and manufacturing standards yielding

1. Higher Quality
2. Lower Costs
3. Accelerated Delivery

Deliver Value

Major automotive related professional organizations include – SAE, SME, SPE,
ASTM, NBB, IEEE, ASM, ASME, Automation Alley, etc.
All have offices in and around the Detroit Area and the associated skill sets
and resources help to keep automotive companies investing in Detroit.
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